Guidelines for the use of
Leichhardt Rowing Club’s Pontoon
On Regatta Day
To assist in the smooth operation of the use of the Leichhardt Rowing Club Pontoon by
visiting clubs on regatta day the following information and procedures are supplied:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Council Gate will be open to trailers by 6.30am the day of the regatta
Trailers must not obstruct the walking and cycle pathways
Towing vehicles are not permitted to remain on Council property
Trailers are not allowed to be parked at the bottom of Glover St, fines apply
The side gate will be opened to allow pontoon access by 7am
All rowers are to follow the directives of the Pontoon Marshals
Oars are to be brought onto the pontoon just prior to departure
Place oars together in a set to one side of down ramp or along pontoon if not
overloaded
9. Boats should only be brought down to the pontoon when whole crew is ready to
depart
10. Visiting Clubs are not permitted to place their slings on the pontoon deck
11. Large boats are to primarily use the outside of the pontoon to depart and dock
12. Small boats are to primarily use the inside of the pontoon to depart and dock
13. Normal boat departure direction is to the East
14. Normal boat arrival direction is from the West
15. When arriving move the boat down as far as possible along the pontoon to allow
following boats to dock
16. Place oars in set on one side of down ramp
17. Remove boat immediately
18. Remove oars back to your park area immediately
19. Keep off the pontoon when not directly involved
20. Visitors are encouraged to primarily use the Council Toilet facilities in Glover St
21. Visiting tinnies are not to tie up on the bottom cleat next to the boating area. The
bottom cleat is for loading and unloading only
22. Visiting Clubs are responsible to tidy up the area they use and place all rubbish in
Council bins
23. All trailers are expected to have been removed from the park area within one hour of
the final race
24. Any damage caused by the visiting club to Council or Leichhardt Rowing Club
property is their responsibility
25. Leichhardt Rowing Club takes no responsibility for other club’s equipment

